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Additional Special Provision 6 (ASP-6) 
Modifications to the standard specifications 

Make the following revisions to the standard specifications: 

108  Prosecution and Progress 
Add subsection 108.9.4.1 effective with the November 2023 letting: 
108.9.4.1  Winter Suspension for Completion Date Contracts 
 (1) The contractor may request a winter suspension for a completion date contract. If the department determines 

weather conditions do not allow for the completion of the remaining work, the department may approve the 
contractor’s request and determine the start date of the winter suspension. The end date of the winter 
suspension is March 31 or a date mutually agreed upon by both parties. For multi-year contracts, the 
department will only consider winter suspension for the final year of the contract. 

 (2) During winter suspension, store all materials in a manner that does not obstruct vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic and protect the materials from damage. Install traffic control and other safety devices necessary to 
protect the traveling public and pedestrians. Provide suitable drainage and install temporary erosion control 
where necessary. If the winter suspension begins when liquidated damages are being assessed, or when the 
work has not progressed as scheduled and would not have been completed prior to the completion date, the 
cost of necessary pre-suspension work is incidental. If the winter suspension begins prior to the contract 
completion date, and the work has progressed as scheduled and would have been completed prior to the 
completion date, the cost of pre-suspension work will be paid as specified under 109.4. 

 (3) For a winter suspension that begins prior to the contract completion date and the work has progressed as 
scheduled and would have been completed prior to the completion date, the engineer will extend contract 
time to correspond with the end of the winter suspension and liquidated damages will not be assessed during 
the winter suspension. 

 (4) For a winter suspension that begins when liquidated damages are being assessed or when the work has not 
progressed as scheduled and would not have been completed prior to the completion date, the engineer will 
not extend contract time. Time will be suspended until the end of the winter suspension. Liquidated damages 
will not be assessed during the winter suspension and liquidated damages will resume at the end of the 
winter suspension. 

108.10.2  Excusable, Non-Compensable Delays 
108.10.2.1  General 
Replace entire section with the following effective with the January 2024 letting: 
 (1) Non-compensable delays, 108.10.2.1(3), are excusable delays not the contractor's or the department's fault. 

The engineer will not pay for the delay costs listed in 109.4.7 for non-compensable delays. 
 (2) For non-compensable delays under calendar day and completion date contracts, the engineer will extend 

contract time if the conditions specified in 108.10.1 are met. The department will relieve the contractor from 
associated liquidated damages, as specified in 108.11, if the engineer extends time under 108.10.1. 

 (3) The following are non-compensable delays: 
 1. Delays due to earthquakes, other cataclysmic phenomena of nature the contractor cannot foresee and avoid, 

severe weather or job conditions caused by recent weather as specified in 108.10.2.2. 
 2. Extraordinary delays in material deliveries the contractor or their suppliers cannot foresee and forestall resulting 

from strikes, lockouts, freight embargoes, industry-wide shortages, governmental acts, or sudden disasters. 
 3. Delays due to acts of the government, a political subdivision other than the department, or the public enemy. 
 4. Delays from fires or epidemics. 
 5. Delays from strikes beyond the contractor's power to settle not caused by improper acts or omissions of the 

contractor, their subcontractors, or their suppliers. 
 6. Altered quantities as specified in 109.3. 

108.10.3  Excusable Compensable Delays 
Replace entire section with the following effective with the January 2024 letting: 
 (1) Compensable delays are excusable delays due to the department’s actions or lack of actions. The engineer 

will grant a time extension for a compensable delay if the conditions specified in 108.10.1 are met. 
 (2) The following are compensable delays: 
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 1. A contract change for revised work as specified for extra work under 104.2.2.1, for a differing site condition under 
104.2.2.2, or for significant changes in the character of the work under 104.2.2.4. 

 2. A contract change for an engineer-ordered suspension under 104.2.2.3. 
 3. The unexpected discovery of human remains, an archaeological find, or historical find consistent with 107.25. 
 4. The unexpected discovery of a hazardous substance consistent with 107.24. 
 5. The non-completion of work that utilities or other third parties perform, if that work is not completed as specified in 

the contract. 
 (3) For a compensable delay or a time extension, the department will relieve the contractor from associated 

liquidated damages under 108.11, and will pay the contractor for delay costs determined as follows: 
 1. Adjust the contract price as specified in 109.4.2 through 109.4.5 for delays under item 1 of 108.10.3(2). 
 2. Adjust the contract price as specified in 109.4.7 for delays under items 2 through 5 of 108.10.3(2). 

310  Open Graded Base 
310.2  Materials 
Replace paragraph two with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (2) The contractor may substitute material conforming to the gradation requirements for crushed aggregate 

specified in Table 310-01 if that material conforms to the fracture requirements for open-graded crushed 
gravel specified in 301.2.4.5. 

TABLE 310-01  COARSE AGGREGATE (% passing by weight)  

AASHTO No. 67[1] 

SEIVE 

COARSE AGGREGATE (% 
PASSING by WEIGHT) 

AASHTO No. 67 

2-inch - 

1 1/2-inch - 

1-inch 100 

3/4-inch 90 – 100 

1/2-inch - 

3/8-inch 20 – 55 

No. 4 0 – 10 

No. 8 0 – 5 

No. 16 - 

No. 30 - 

No. 50 - 

No. 100 - 

No. 200 <=1.5 
[1] Size according to AASHTO M43. 

390  Base Patching 
390.4  Measurement 
Replace entire section with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (1) The department will measure Removing Pavement for Base Patching by the cubic yard acceptably 

completed. Measure the depth from the bottom of the adjacent pavement to the top of the patch. 
 (2) The department will measure Base Patching Asphaltic by the ton acceptably completed as specified for 

asphaltic pavement in 450.4. 
 (3) The department will measure Base Patching Concrete HES and Base Patching Concrete SHES by the cubic 

yard acceptably completed. Measure the depth from the bottom of the adjacent pavement to the top of the 
patch. 
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390.5  Payment 
Replace entire section with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (1) The department will pay for measured quantities at the contract unit price under the following bid items: 

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION UNIT 
390.0100 Removing Pavement for Base Patching CY 
390.0201 Base Patching Asphaltic TON 
390.0305 Base Patching Concrete HES CY 
390.0405 Base Patching Concrete SHES CY 

 (2) Payment for Removing Pavement for Base Patching is full compensation for removing old pavement; for 
preparing the foundation and bringing up to grade. If the engineer orders the contractor to excavate yielding 
or unstable subgrade materials and backfill with suitable materials, the department will pay for that work with 
contract bid items or as agreed upon using 109.4. 

 (3) Payment for Base Patching Asphaltic is full compensation for providing and compacting asphaltic mixture 
including asphaltic binder. 

 (4) Payment for Base Patching Concrete HES and Base Patching Concrete SHES is full compensation for 
providing, curing, and protecting concrete. Payment also includes providing tie bars and dowel bars in 
unhardened concrete and steel within the patch. For tie bars and dowel bars provided in concrete not placed 
under the contract, the department will pay separately under the Drilled Tie Bars and Drilled Dowel Bars bid 
items as specified in 416.5. 

 (5) Payment for Base Patching SHES also includes providing test data to the engineer as specified in 416.2.4. 
 (6) The department will pay for sawing existing concrete pavement for removal under the Sawing Concrete bid 

item as specified in 690.5. 

460  Hot Mix Asphalt Pavement 
460.2.8.2.1.3.1  Contracts with 5000 Tons of Mixture or Greater 
Replace paragraph four with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (4) Use the test methods identified below, or other methods the engineer approves, to perform the following 

tests at the frequency indicated: 
Blended aggregate gradations: 

Drum plants: 
- Field extraction by ignition oven according to WTM T308, chemical extraction according to AASHTO T-164 

method A or B; or automated extraction according to WTM D8159. Gradation of resulting aggregate 
sample determined according to WTM T30. 

- Belt samples, optional for virgin mixtures, obtained from stopped belt or from the belt discharge using an 
engineer-approved sampling device and performed according to WTM T11 and T27. 

Batch plants: 
- Field extraction by ignition oven according to WTM T308, chemical extraction according to AASHTO T-164 

method A or B; or automated extraction according to WTM D8159. Gradation of resulting aggregate 
sample determined according to WTM T30. 

Asphalt content (AC) in percent: 
Determine AC using one of the following methods: 

- AC by ignition oven according to WTM T308. 
- AC by chemical extraction according to AASHTO T-164 method A or B. 
- AC by automated extraction according to WTM D8159. 
- If the department is using an ignition oven to determine AC, conform to WTP H003. 
- If the department is not using an ignition oven to determine AC, ignition oven correction factor (IOCF) must 

still be reverified for any of the reasons listed in WTP H003 Table 2 and conform to WTP H-003 sections 3 
through 6. 

- Gradation of resulting aggregate sample determined according to WTM T30. 
Bulk specific gravity of the compacted mixture: 

According to WTM T166. 
Theoretical maximum specific gravity: 

According to WTM T209. 
Air voids (Va) by calculation according to WTM T269. 
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VMA by calculation according to WTM R35. 
 

460.2.8.3.1.4  Department Verification Testing Requirements 
Replace paragraph three with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (3) The department will perform testing conforming to the following standards: 

Bulk specific gravity (Gmb) of the compacted mixture according to WTM T166. 
Maximum specific gravity (Gmm) according to WTM T209. 
Air voids (Va) by calculation according to WTM T269. 
VMA by calculation according to WTM R35. 
Asphalt content by ignition oven according to WTM T308, chemical extraction according to AASHTO T-
164 method A or B, or automated extraction according to WTM D8159. If using an ignition oven to 
determine AC, conform to WTP H-003. 

503  Prestressed Concrete Members 
503.2.2  Concrete 
Replace paragraph five with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (5) Furnish prestressed concrete members cast from air-entrained concrete, except I-type girders may use non-

air-entrained concrete. Use type I, IL, IS, IP, IT, II, or III cement. The contractor may replace up to 30 percent 
of type I, IL, II, or III cement with an equal weight of fly ash, slag, or a combination of fly ash and slag. Ensure 
that fly ash conforms to 501.2.4.2.2 and slag conforms to 501.2.4.2.3. Use only one source and replacement 
rate for work under a single bid item. Use a department-approved air-entraining admixture conforming to 
501.2.5.2 for air-entrained concrete. Use only coarse aggregate conforming to 310.2(2). 

604  Slope Paving 
604.2  Materials 
Replace paragraph three with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (3) Under the Slope Paving Crushed Aggregate bid item, furnish crushed stone or crushed gravel conforming to 

the gradation in Table 604-01, but with the additional requirements that at least 75 percent of the particles, 
by count, have at least one fractured face. Determine fracture according to WTM D5821. 

TABLE 604-01  COARSE AGGREGATE (% passing by weight) 

AASHTO No. 4[1] 

SEIVE 
COARSE AGGREGATE (% PASSING 

by WEIGHT) AASHTO No. 4 

2-inch 100 

1 1/2-inch 90 - 100 

1-inch 20 - 55 

3/4-inch 0 - 15 

1/2-inch - 

3/8-inch 0 - 5 

No. 4 - 

No. 8 - 

No. 16 - 

No. 30 - 

No. 50 - 

No. 100 - 

No. 200 <=1.5 

[1] Size according to AASHTO M43. 
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612  Underdrains 
612.3.9  Trench Underdrains 
Replace paragraph one with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (1) Under the Underdrain Trench bid item, excavate and backfill underdrain trenches. Backfill with coarse 

aggregate gradation conforming to 604.2(3). Before backfilling place geotextile as the plans show. 

614  Semi-rigid Barrier Systems and End Treatments 
614.2.6  Sand Barrel Arrays 
Replace paragraph one with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (1) Furnish sand barrels from the APL. Use fine aggregate conforming to gradation shown in Table 614-2 mixed 

with sodium chloride conforming to AASHTO M143. Apply an object marker to front-most barrel in the array. 
TABLE 614-2  FINE AGGREGATE GRADATION 

 
 

SEIVE 
FINE AGGREGATE (% 
PASSING by WEIGHT) 

3/8-inch 100 

No. 4 90 - 100 

No. 8 - 

No. 16 45 - 85 

No. 30 - 

No. 50 5 - 30 

No. 100 0 - 10 

No. 200 <=3.5 

628  Erosion Control 
628.2.13  Rock Bags 
Replace paragraph two with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (2) Fill the bags with a clean, sound, hard, durable, engineer-approved coarse aggregate conforming by visual 

inspection to the gradation specified for coarse aggregate gradation in 604.2(3). 

639  Drilling Wells 
639.2.1  General 
Replace paragraph two with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (2) For grout use fine aggregate conforming to 501.2.7.2; and gradation conforming to 614.2.6(1); and type I, IL, 

IS, IP, or IT cement. 

652  Electrical Conduit 
652.3.1.2  Installing Underground 
Replace paragraph two with the following effective with the November 2023 letting: 
 (2) Excavate trenches true to line and grade to provide the conduit uniform bearing throughout its length. Do not 

backfill the trench before inspecting the conduit. Carefully tamp the backfill in place as specified for placing 
backfill in layers in 651.3. Place at least 0.7 cubic feet of coarse aggregate gradation conforming to 604.2(3) 
directly under each drainage hole. 

 

ERRATA 
390.3.4  Special High Early Strength Concrete Patching 
Correct errata link in paragraph (1) by changing from 416.3.8 to 416.3.7. 
 (1) Construct as specified for special high early strength repairs under 416.3.7 except as follows: 

- The contractor may delay removal for up to 14 calendar days after cutting the existing pavement. 
- Open to traffic as specified for concrete base in 320.3. 
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